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Mine-protected and mine-resistant, ambush-protected
(MRAP) vehicles are today standard in the US, most
major western armed forces and many other armies as a
result of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The South
African Army was already routinely using mine-protected
armored personnel carriers and patrol vehicles forty
years ago even if they looked primitive and ungainly. A
few years later, the South African Army had reached the
stage where it could deploy entire combat groups into
battle zones equipped with only mine-protected vehicles,
including their ambulances and supply trucks. By then
the mine-protected vehicles had also become effective
for use in combat, rather than just protected transport,
the Casspir being the chief example. More to the point,
they saved countless soldiers and policemen from death
or serious injury, and the basic concepts now live on in
the various MRAP types in service today. The valuable
lessons learned by the South Africans with their early
designs of these combat-proven vehicles has led the
country to become one of the global leaders in the
design of MRAPs which are locally manufactured and
exported around the world. Surviving the Ride is a
fascinating pictorial account featuring more than 120 of
these unique South African-developed vehicles,
spanning a forty-year period, with over 280 photographs,
many of which are previously unpublished.
Organized by chief complaint, this comprehensive,
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pocket-sized handbook for medical students and early
residents covers the diagnosis and management of more
than 80 common problems found in children, focusing on
symptoms, differential diagnosis, laboratory assessment,
and various treatment options for each problem.
Customers & reviewers note that the major strengths of
this book are its readability and ease of use. It contains
the perfect amount of detail and emphasizes high-yield
topics that appear on end-of-rotation and in-service
exams and really helps direct one's thinking process.
Ludvigsen traces the history of the Volkswagon Beetle,
from its inception as a people's car for Hitler's Germany
to its status as a beloved American icon, to the arrival of
the New Beetle in 1998. He focuses on the car's
creation, the industry-wide power struggle following the
German defeat in World
Now in its fourth edition, Introduction to Internal
Combustion Engines remains the indispensable text to
guide you through automotive or mechanical
engineering, both at university and beyond. Thoroughly
updated, clear, comprehensive and well-illustrated, with
a wealth of worked examples and problems, its
combination of theory and applied practice is sure to help
you understand internal combustion engines, from
thermodynamics and combustion to fluid mechanics and
materials science. Introduction to Internal Combustion
Engines: - Is ideal for students who are following
specialist options in internal combustion engines, and
also for students at earlier stages in their courses especially with regard to laboratory work - Will be useful
to practising engineers for an overview of the subject, or
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when they are working on particular aspects of internal
combustion engines that are new to them - Is fully
updated including new material on direct injection spark
engines, supercharging and renewable fuels - Offers a
wealth of worked examples and end-of-chapter
questions to test your knowledge - Has a solutions
manual availble online for lecturers at
www.palgrave.com/engineering/stone
Summarizes core information for quick reference in the
workplace, using tables and checklists wherever
possible. Essential reading for safety officers, company
managers, engineers, transport personnel, waste
disposal personnel, environmental health officers,
trainees on industrial training courses and engineering
students. This book provides concise and clear
explanation and look-up data on properties, exposure
limits, flashpoints, monitoring techniques, personal
protection and a host of other parameters and
requirements relating to compliance with designated safe
practice, control of hazards to people's health and
limitation of impact on the environment. The book caters
for the multitude of companies, officials and public and
private employees who must comply with the regulations
governing the use, storage, handling, transport and
disposal of hazardous substances. Reference is made
throughout to source documents and standards, and a
Bibliography provides guidance to sources of wider
ranging and more specialized information. Dr Phillip
Carson is Safety Liaison and QA Manager at the
Unilever Research Laboratory at Port Sunlight. He is a
member of the Institution of Occupational Safety and
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Health, of the Institution of Chemical Engineers' Loss
Prevention Panel and of the Chemical Industries
Association's `Exposure Limits Task Force' and `Health
Advisory Group'. Dr Clive Mumford is a Senior Lecturer
in Chemical Engineering at the University of Aston and a
consultant. He lectures on several courses of the
Certificate and Diploma of the National Examining Board
in Occupational Safety and Health. [Given 5 star rating] Occupational Safety & Health, July 1994 - Loss
Prevention Bulletin, April 1994 - Journal of Hazardous
Materials, November 1994 - Process Safety &
Environmental Prot., November 1994
The call for environmentally compatible and economical
vehicles necessitates immense efforts to develop
innovative engine concepts. Technical concepts such as
gasoline direct injection helped to save fuel up to 20 %
and reduce CO2-emissions. Descriptions of the cylindercharge control, fuel injection, ignition and catalytic
emission-control systems provides comprehensive
overview of today ?s gasoline engines. This book also
describes emission-control systems and explains the
diagnostic systems. The publication provides information
on engine-management-systems and emission-control
regulations.
Designed as a text book for undergraduate students in
various engineering disciplines - mechanical, civil and
industrial engineering - and for postgraduate students in
industrial engineering and water resource management,
this comprehensive and well-organized book shows how
complex economic decisions can be made from a
number of given alternatives. It provides the managers
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not only a sound basis but also a clear-cut approach to
decision making. These decisions will ultimately result in
minimizing costs and/or maximizing benefits to their
organizations. What is more, the book adequately
illustrates these approaches with numerical problems
and Indian cases. After giving an overview of the subject,
the text discusses, in a simple and easy-to-read style,
such topics as interest formulas and their applications,
methods like present worth method of comparison, future
worth method, annual equivalent method, rate of return
method, and evaluation of public alternatives. Besides, it
deals with depreciation, inflation adjusted decisions, and
inventory control. Finally, the book analyzes other
important areas, for instance, make or buy decision,
project management, value analysis/value engineering,
and linear programming. A distinguishing feature of the
book is that it has an Appendix on interest tables for a
wide range of interest rates (0.25% - 50%) and for a
period ranging from one year to 100 years. This book,
which is profusely illustrated with worked-out examples
and diagrams, should prove extremely useful not only as
a text book but also as a reference for those offering
courses in such management areas as project
management, production management and financial
management.
Physics of New Materials After the discoveries and
applications of superconductors, new ceramics,
amorphous and nano-materials, shape memory and
other intelligent materials, physics became more and
more important, comparable with chemistry, in the
research and development of advanced materials. In this
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book, several important fields of physics-oriented newmaterials research and physical means of analyses are
selected and their fundamental principles and methods
are described in a simple and understandable way. It is
suitable as a textbook for university materials science
courses.
International Conference on Industrial Engineering and
Engineering Management is sponsored by Chinese
Industrial Engineering Institution, CMES, which is the
unique national-level academic society of Industrial
Engineering. The conference is held annually as the
major event in this area. Being the largest and the most
authoritative international academic conference held in
China, it supplies an academic platform for the experts
and the entrepreneurs in International Industrial
Engineering and Management area to exchange their
research results. Many experts in various fields from
China and foreign countries gather together in the
conference to review, exchange, summarize and
promote their achievements in Industrial Engineering and
Engineering Management fields. Some experts pay
special attention to the current situation of the related
techniques application in China as well as their future
prospect, such as Industry 4.0, Green Product Design,
Quality Control and Management, Supply Chain and
logistics Management to cater for the purpose of lowcarbon, energy-saving and emission-reduction and so
on. They also come up with their assumption and outlook
about the related techniques' development. The
proceedings will offer theatrical methods and technique
application cases for experts from college and university,
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research institution and enterprises who are engaged in
theoretical research of Industrial Engineering and
Engineering Management and its technique's application
in China. As all the papers are feathered by higher level
of academic and application value, they also provide
research data for foreign scholars who occupy
themselves in investigating the enterprises and
engineering management of Chinese style.
The A-904 and A-727, debuting in 1960 and 1962,
respectively, are 3-speed automatic Chrysler TorqueFlite
Transmissions. In Mopar circles, they have become
synonymous with strength, durability, and performance.
In fact, 43 years after its first application, A-904s were
still found in the Jeep lineup! TorqueFlites are known for
their dependability, but many have endured a
tremendous amount of abuse over 50-plus years when
hooked up to V-8 Mopar powerplants. There is little
doubt that some of these automatics could be prone to
failure, or at least need a thorough rebuild. Tom Hand
shares his decades of experience rebuilding TorqueFlite
transmissions with chapters dedicated to
troubleshooting, disassembly and reassembly,
performance modifications, post-installation procedures,
and the most thorough source guide offered in print,
ever. The author walks you through the TorqueFlite
rebuild with color photos showcasing step-by-step
procedures with highly detailed, easy-to-follow text. This
book will keep money in your pocket and add experience
to your résumé, but more important, it will help you get
your Mopar back on the road! p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}
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Surveys the systems, manufacturers and consultants
within the global market. City by city, you can analyse
and review both current operations and future plans.
Provides traffic statistics, fleet lists and numbers in
service. Provides contact details and background of
approx. 1,500 manufacturers
After being captured by pirates, Concepciâon Benavidez,
a young Spanish girl who has been impregnated by the
pirate captain, is sold as a slave to a prominent Puritan
and finds herself accused of witchcraft by the residents
of Salem Village.

You don't have to be an ancient Chinese philosopher
to understand and cultivate chi-if you've ever had
acupuncture or done yoga, you've taken care of your
chi! Feng shui, the world's most popular way to
organize and decorate for success, can be applied to
the body with simple tips that create better health
and a successful, happier life. And nurturing your chi
is easier than you think. In this practical and
insightful book, Skye Alexander gives you myriad
tips to strengthen your vitality.
First published in 1993, The Ultimate Cigar Book has
become a classic in its field, and is generally
credited with having helped launch the current cigar
smoking craze. It has been reprinted numerous
times in the United States, and is now sold
worldwide. No other book contains as much detailed
and factual information on virtually every facet of
cigar making and cigar smoking. And now this
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trendsetting been has been revised in this fourth
edition for the aficionado of the future! Forget 1492.
This book starts out in B. C. (Before Columbus) and
transports the cigar enthusiast on a fun and factfilled adventure into virtually every realm of today’s
popular and growing cigar smoking pastime. Written
by one of the most knowledgeable and
internationally-celebrated pipe and cigar authors of
our time, Richard Carleton Hacker’s well-known wit
and wisdom will keep the reader enthralled with
every turn of the page, as he takes you on an
information-packed would tour of cigars. Starting off
with a history of cigar smoking, the author then
shows us how cigars are made today (handmade,
handrolled, and machine made), divulges the secrets
of finding the “perfect” cigar, and discusses the
ritual of smoking and how to properly care for and
store our cigars. From there the book lists a number
of innovative cigar accessories, suggests which
beers, wines, whiskeys, brandies, and cognacs go
with what cigars, enlightens us with a chapter on
cigar smoking celebrities, and concludes with the
world’s first International Compendium of virtually
every cigar brand known today, complete with
histories and observations on taste, according to the
author’s HPH (Highly Prejudiced Hacker-Scale)
ratings. If that was not enough, there is even a
dictionary of CigarSpeak! The Ultimate Cigar Book is
the most comprehensive, factual, and up-to-date
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book for the cigar smoker or for those who just want
to learn more about the fascinating and popular
world of cigar smoking.
Covers in detail most of the servicing and repair of
the Dodge/Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Van and
Camper Diesel models 2151cc and 2686cc engines
with model identification type 901, 902, 903, and 904
depending on the version.
Helen Hardacre, a leading scholar of religious life in
modern Japan, examines the Japanese state's
involvement in and manipulation of shinto from the
Meiji Restoration to the present. Nowhere else in
modern history do we find so pronounced an
example of government sponsorship of a religion as
in Japan's support of shinto. How did that
sponsorship come about and how was it
maintained? How was it dismantled after World War
II? What attempts are being made today to
reconstruct it? In answering these questions,
Hardacre shows why State shinto symbols, such as
the Yasukuni Shrine and its prefectural branches,
are still the focus for bitter struggles over who will
have the right to articulate their significance. Where
previous studies have emphasized the state
bureaucracy responsible for the administration of
shinto, Hardacre goes to the periphery of Japanese
society. She demonstrates that leaders and
adherents of popular religious movements,
independent religious entrepreneurs, women
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seeking to raise the prestige of their households, and
men with political ambitions all found an association
with shinto useful for self-promotion; local-level civil
administrations and parish organizations have
consistently patronized shinto as a way to raise the
prospects of provincial communities. A conduit for
access to the prestige of the state, shinto has
increased not only the power of the center of society
over the periphery but also the power of the
periphery over the center.
Multi-time author and well-regarded performance
engine builder/designer John Baechtel has
assembled the relevant mathematics and packaged
it all together in a book designed for automotive
enthusiasts. This book walks readers through the
complete engine, showcasing the methodology
required to define each specific parameter, and how
to translate the engineering math to hard
measurements reflected in various engine parts.
Designing the engine to work as a system of related
components is no small task, but the ease with
which Baechtel escorts the reader through the
process makes this book perfect for both the
budding engine enthusiast and the professional
builder.
Apr. 1935-Apr. 1939 include sections "Mining
review" and "Real estate, building and commercial
reviews."
Author Vizard covers blending the bowls, basic porting
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procedures, as well as pocket porting, porting the intake
runners, and many advanced procedures. Advanced
procedures include unshrouding valves and developing
the ideal port area and angle.
Combining materials from Mercedes-Benz’s official
archives with information collected from professionals
involved with the marque, this book provides a unique,
never before seen, perspective on how the brand
developed its products to provide transportation solutions
across some of the most diverse operating conditions in
the world. With rare and previously unpublished photos
of working trucks in action, this comprehensive book also
features historical information, explanations of model
codes, descriptions of models and variations from
around the world, and shows some of the biggest,
‘baddest’ and most unusual Mercedes-Benz trucks from
around the globe.
Dynamic Asia has overtaken the European Union as
Latin America and the Caribbean's second largest export
market, after the United States. However, the region's
exports to Asia remain concentrated in few commodities
involved a small number of large firms. This book
explores the present and future scope for the
participation of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) in biregional trade and value chains and the
measures that can be taken to make those chains more
inclusive and sustainable. It encourages governments in
Latin America to improve the business environment in
order to encourage multinational firms to invest, upgrade
and innovate in the region.
The Handbook of Adhesive Technology, Second Edition
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exceeds the ambition of its bestselling forerunner by
reexamining the mechanisms driving adhesion,
categories of adhesives, techniques for bond formation
and evaluation, and major industrial applications.
Integrating modern technological innovations into
adhesive preparation and application, this greatly
expanded and updated edition comprises a total of 26
different adhesive groupings, including three new
classes. The second edition features ten new chapters, a
40-page list of resources on adhesives, and abundant
figures, tables, equations.
This accessible text, now in its Second Edition, continues
to provide a comprehensive coverage of electric power
generation, transmission and distribution, including the
operation and management of different systems in these
areas. It gives an overview of the basic principles of
electrical engineering and load characteristics and
provides exhaustive system-level description of several
power plants, such as thermal, electric, nuclear and gas
power plants. The book fully explores the basic theory
and also covers emerging concepts and technologies.
The conventional topics of transmission subsystem
including HVDC transmission are also discussed, along
with an introduction to new technologies in power
transmission and control such as Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS). Numerous solved
examples, inter-spersed throughout, illustrate the
concepts discussed. What is New to This Edition :
Provides two new chapters on Diesel Engine Power
Plants and Power System Restructuring to make the
students aware of the changes taking place in the power
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system industry. Includes more solved and unsolved
problems in each chapter to enhance the problem
solving skills of the students. Primarily designed as a text
for the undergraduate students of electrical engineering,
the book should also be of great value to power system
engineers.
This book provides step-by-step instructions for how to
modify Chrysler's 904 Torqueflite automatic transmission
for drag racing, road racing, and circle racing. Topics
include theory of operation, transbrakes/valve bodies,
adapters, dissembly, modifications, assembly,
adjustments, installation, high horsepower application,
and torque converters.
Growing evidence shows that a dietary pattern inspired
by Mediterranean diet principles is associated with
numerous health benefits. A Mediterranean-type diet has
been demonstrated to exert a preventive effect toward
cardiovascular diseases, in both Mediterranean and nonMediterranean populations. Part of these properties may
depend on a positive action toward healthier metabolism,
decreasing the risk of diabetes and metabolic-syndromerelated conditions. Some studies also suggested a
potential role in preventing certain cancers. Finally,
newer research has showed that a higher adherence to
the Mediterranean diet is associated with a lower risk of
cognitive decline, depression, and other mental
disorders. Overall, a better understanding of the key
elements of this dietary pattern, the underlying
mechanisms, and targets, are needed to corroborate
current evidence and provide insights on new and
potential outcomes.This Special Issue welcomes original
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research and reviews of literature concerning the
Mediterranean diet and various health
outcomes:Observational studies on established
nutritional cohorts (preferred), case-control studies, or
population sample on the association with noncommunicable diseases;Level of evidence on the
association with human health, including systematic
reviews and metaanalyses; Evaluation of application of
Mediterranean diet principles in non- Mediterranean
countries;Description of mechanisms of action,
pathways, and targets at the molecular level, including
interaction with gut microbiota.
Society is complicated. But this book argues that this
does not place it beyond the reach of a science that can
help to explain and perhaps even to predict social
behaviour. As a system made up of many interacting
agents – people, groups, institutions and governments,
as well as physical and technological structures such as
roads and computer networks – society can be regarded
as a complex system. In recent years, scientists have
made great progress in understanding how such
complex systems operate, ranging from animal
populations to earthquakes and weather. These systems
show behaviours that cannot be predicted or intuited by
focusing on the individual components, but which
emerge spontaneously as a consequence of their
interactions: they are said to be ‘self-organized’.
Attempts to direct or manage such emergent properties
generally reveal that ‘top-down’ approaches, which try
to dictate a particular outcome, are ineffectual, and that
what is needed instead is a ‘bottom-up’ approach that
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aims to guide self-organization towards desirable states.
This book shows how some of these ideas from the
science of complexity can be applied to the study and
management of social phenomena, including traffic flow,
economic markets, opinion formation and the growth and
structure of cities. Building on these successes, the book
argues that the complex-systems view of the social
sciences has now matured sufficiently for it to be
possible, desirable and perhaps essential to attempt a
grander objective: to integrate these efforts into a unified
scheme for studying, understanding and ultimately
predicting what happens in the world we have made.
Such a scheme would require the mobilization and
collaboration of many different research communities,
and would allow society and its interactions with the
physical environment to be explored through realistic
models and large-scale data collection and analysis. It
should enable us to find new and effective solutions to
major global problems such as conflict, disease, financial
instability, environmental despoliation and poverty, while
avoiding unintended policy consequences. It could give
us the foresight to anticipate and ameliorate crises, and
to begin tackling some of the most intractable problems
of the twenty-first century.
"The topics are quite standard: convergence of
sequences, limits of functions, continuity, differentiation,
the Riemann integral, infinite series, power series, and
convergence of sequences of functions. Many examples
are given to illustrate the theory, and exercises at the
end of each chapter are keyed to each section."--pub.
desc.
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